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Gaming Indirect 
Effects: From Cyber 
to Social Media



a revolution in indirect effects?*

� Widely-available information and communication 
technology has revolutionized** the battlefield.

� Social media means that political and social effects move 
at the speed of light, dramatically amplifying the political 
volatility of kinetic activity.***

*These may only seem indirect if you are prioritizing warfighting over policy.
**Or has it?

***Sometimes.



a revolution in indirect effects?

Paul Revere uses HORSEBACK™ technology and signal lanterns to warn 
American revolutionaries of British troop movements from Boston on 18 
April 1775, mobilizing 4,000 militia from across 2000km2 within 24 hours—
forcing a tactical withdrawal of British forces from Concorde and 
Lexington.





a revolution in indirect effects?

Some of the 600 coastwatchers of Section C, Allied Intelligence 
Bureau. US Admiral William F. (Bull) Halsey later noted: “the 
Coastwatchers saved Guadacanal, and Guadacanal saved the 
South Pacific.”



a revolution in indirect effects?

Tactical and strategic movement may be compromised by social 
networks of insurgent supporters.



a revolution in indirect effects?

Communications nodes may be essential to the rapid spread of 
information.



a revolution in indirect effects?

Insurgents and other adversaries will exploit communication technology



a revolution in indirect effects?

The use of force by a single low-ranking “strategic corporal” can, in today’s 
wired world, have outsized effects.



a revolution in indirect effects?

Timely information operations have thus become uniquely important.



a revolution in indirect effects?

Sources of political information, Tunisia 
(IRI survey, 2017)



a revolution in indirect effects?

Follow news online (Pew survey, 2017)



a revolution in indirect effects?

Political news from social media
(Pew survey, 2017)

Note: no questions 
asked about 
“traditional” social 
media (interaction 
with family, friends, 
school and religious 
socialization, etc.)



considerations for wargamers

� How important are indirect effects?
� Do I need to represent social media, cyber (etc) 

separately, or as part of broader processes?
� What is unique or different about ICT and cyber effects?

� What are you trying to analyze or teach?

Labyrinth II: The Awakening, 2010- ?



considerations for wargamers

� How are you adjudicating the game?
� Rigid kriegsspiel will require the designer to anticipate and 

incorporate cyber/information operations into permissible 
player actions, and indirect effects into rules.

� Free kriegsspiel (or matrix games) allow players the flexibility to 
employ social media/cyber tools and experience their effects, 
since adjudicators can address such issues as they arise—
although they need to be sensitive to this dimension.
� Indirect effects cell.

� Hybrid approaches allow the introduction of flexibility into an 
otherwise rules-based system (RCAT).





considerations for wargamers

� Who are the participants?
� Are any SMEs in this area, or are participants otherwise sensitive 

to this dimension?

� Are the teams configured to encourage (or discourage) 
this dimension?

� political teams
� media teams
� hacker/EW/cyber teams



some theoretical considerations

� cognitive bias is a powerful filter
� social and political attitudes should be “sticky”
� some actors should have a home court advantage

� consider market segmentation
� different groups may have very different attitudes and 

concerns
� messaging should be targeted

� the importance of political symbolism
� issues, themes and memes as ideational terrain?

� consider the power of “sacred values”
� more sensitive to symbolic/normative concessions than 

material benefits

� informational cascades and domino effects



case study: Nicaragua
(SPI, 1988)

� Overall “national will” is key metric
� national will affects psychological operations against enemy 

units 
� Government and insurgents each adopt a political 

programme:
� communist, social democratic, liberal, oligarchic
� programmes can be changed, but at substantial cost

� Political programme affects the receptivity of each of 
seven social groups (and foreign countries): 
� samocistas, middle class, workers, peasants, intellectuals, the 

Church, Indians (not all groups in all areas)
� group attitudes can also be shifted by political warfare
� group attitudes give DRM to recruitment, combat



Political 
programme

modifiers

Social groups 
in region

Social group 
attitudes



case study: Freedom in the Galaxy 
(SPI, 1979)

� Each planet has an overall Loyalty track.
� Each region of each planet is coded for the major sentient 

species (as are characters).
� Loyalty can be shifted by Diplomacy and Coup missions, 

other game actions. 
� Very successful shifts may affect other nearby or similar-race 

planets.
� Once at Unrest status, a Rebellion mission is possible.

� Rebellion (or suppression of rebellion) and consolidation of 
rebel control shifts loyalty markers on nearby planets and those 
of similar race.

� Neutral characters may be recruited. All characters have 
a bonus on their home planet.





Loyalty track

Sentient race 
in region.

Potential pro-
rebel 

monarch to 
be recruited.

Sentient race 
is star-faring 
(increases 

domino 
effect).

Population 
size.



case study: 1989 Dawn of Freedom 
(GMT, 2012)

� Twilight Struggle-style card-driven 
game.

� Zones represent both geographic 
locations (Berlin, Gdansk, etc) and 
social institutions (Lutheran Church, 
Catholic Church, Czech Writers, etc)

� Cards can be played for operation 
points or event (special effect).

� Support points are added through 
card play. Can only be placed 
in/adjacent to existing support. Easier 
if area is controlled. 

� Power struggle initiated by card play, 
may result in successful revolution.



Points value 
(if used for 

operations).

Card effect (if 
used for 
event).

Stability 
rating.

Socio-
economic 

type.

Opposition 
and regime 

support.

Leader card 
(for power 
struggles).

No domino 
effects (apart 

from one card).



case study: Bloc by Bloc
(Out of Order Games, 2016)

� A game of urban insurrection, 
by anarchists, for anarchists.

� Up to four players (workers, 
neighbours, students, 
prisoners)  build support, use 
mobs to confront the police.

� Each zone is coded by group, 
and can be liberated.

� Different types of occupations 
can be built, including those 
that represent cyber and 
social media effects.





case study: Rise Up!
(Toolbox for Education and Social Action, 2016)

� Cooperative, low-complexity use-resources-and-cards-to-
move-sliders game, with random events.

� Designed to teach activists about the tools and techniques of 
political mobilization.





case study: Dark Guest 
(History of Wargaming Project, 2014)

� Multiple games:
� Hack This! (card-based training 

game)
� Enterprise Defender (umpire-

adjudicated red teaming)
� All Your Secrets Belong to Us 

(matrix game)
� Exercise Tallinn Soldier (roleplay 

or seminar game)



case study: If Dragons Fight
(One Small Step Games, 2018)

� Cyberwarfare points may be 
used to:
� conduct major cyberwar 

attacks (thus diminish 
opponents cyber 
capabilities)

� slow/disrupt movement
� interrupt OODA loop 

(move/attack)
� degrade air 

superiority/support
� modify combat capabilities



case study: Crisis in Galasi (2018)

� The game: 6.5 hour simulation (spread over three days) of 
urban religious conflict, set in the the fictional country of 
Carana.

� The participants: primarily academic SME, plus a few 
military, police, and former intelligence personnel.

� The format: negotiation role-play + matrix game

 
 
Sultan Hamad bin Said mosque (Church of Saint Mychil) 
 
In 1790 a major mosque complex was established in Galasi under the 
patronage of the Omani Sultan, Hamad bin Said. The Sultan Hamad bin Said 
mosque was constructed upon the ruins of an former Christian church that 
had been severely damaged a century earlier by a major earthquake in 1650, 
and which had thereafter fallen into disuse.  
 
Sultan Hamad bin Said was responsible for a number of investments in the 
city at this time, helping to transform the sleepy town into a major East 
African trading port. Because of this, the mosque and his legacy came to be 
revered by many local Muslims. 
 
The mosque has a cross-in-square (or quincunx) plan that reflects its earlier 
origins as a church, with each side nine meters long. Its masonry consists 
of bricks, mounted adopting a recessed brick technique that may have been 
copied from Byzantine architecture. In this technique, alternate courses of 
brick are mounted behind the line of the wall, and are plunged into 
a mortar bed. Due to that, the thickness of the mortar layers is about three 
times greater than that of the brick layers. Some interior decoration remains 
from the 15th century, although the mosaics that were believed to once 
been part of the church have long since been removed. 
 
Associated with the mosque are several other outbuildings, possibly part of 
an earlier monastery. Today these are used by waqf officials for 
administrative purposes, to house a community pre-school programme, and 
for storage. Several are in need of repair and renovation.  
 
The outbuildings surrounding the Sultan Hamad bin Said mosque have 
grown considerably in value since the end of the civil war, located as they 
are in what is now the downtown core of the city. Some local business 
leaders have argued that waqf officials have been too conservative in 
developing these, and that this has hindered effective commercial 
development of the district. 
 
 
Church of Saint Mychil 
 
The construction of the mosque at this location appears to have been largely 
uncontested at the time, perhaps due to its direct association with powerful 

Sultan Hamad bin Said 
mosque 
(Church of Saint Mychil) 
 
 
Location                         Galasi 
 
Country                          Carana 
 
 

 
Exterior view of the mosque from 
the north, showing the 15th 
century church dome and the 18th 
century minaret. 
 

 
 
Illustration of the mosque from 
the Arab architectural guide, Kitab 
al-mabani fi Karana (1797). 
 
 



case study: Brynania
(McGill University, annual)

� The game: 60+ hour simulation played with 100+ 
participants over 7 days.

� The format: free krieggsspiel with three dedicated media 
actors (Radio Unity, Radio Democracy, Global News 
Network). 
� Game includes news and statements “broadcast” by email, 

webpages, twitter, videos—whatever players choose to do. In 
other words, many social media effects are simulated by 
actual social media.



case study: Crisis in Galasi
Actor Action Effect

Les fidèles, 
Lighthouse TV

Spread rumours of miraculous 
appearance of Virgin Mary at 
mosque

Mobilize Christian support, 
marginalize Catholic Church

Muslim Defence
League, local 
Imam

Call upon Muslim community to 
defend mosque

Create defensive ring and 
barricades around mosque.

Catholic Bishop, 
Supreme 
Muslim Council

Issue call for peaceful counter-
rally.

Ecumenical meeting planned.

Les fidèles Spread rumours of Muslim 
attacks on Christian women.

Heighten sectarian tensions.

Les fidèles Use SMS messaging and 
neighbourhood organizers to 
create ability to rapidly 
reorganize protest plans.

Outmaneuver police planning 
for demonstration, overwhelm 
ecumenical peace rally.

Lighthouse 
Television

Provide sympathetic coverage 
of Christian hardliners in 
cabinet.

Weaken power of moderate 
President, strengthen hardline 
factions and Rev. Moses Xavier.



Proposed 
high-rise 

residential 
construction.

Proposed 
commercial 

development.

Road widening 
and 

improvement.

Sultan 
Hamad bin 

Said mosque  
and mosque 
properties.

case study: Crisis in Galasi



final thoughts
� design for purpose

� baked into rules?
� simple modifier?
� separate effect/dynamic?
� innovation and improvisation?
� familiarization (rather than modelling)?
� actual social media (or cyber) use?


